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Force-Distribution Sensitivity to Cable-Tension Errors in
Overconstrained Cable-Driven Parallel Robots1

Valentina Mattionia, Edoardo Idàa,∗, and Marco Carricatoa

aDept. of Industrial Engineering, University of Bologna, 40137 Bologna, Italy

Abstract

Cable-driven parallel robots (CDPRs) employ extendable cables to move their end-effectors
(EEs) throughout the workspace. Since cables can only sustain tensile stresses, the EE is
often overconstrained to keep cable tensions within positive limits during motion. In this
case, to control the overall cable-tension distribution, one can force-control a particular set
of cables, and length-control the others. This work aims at evaluating the maximum value of
tension error caused on the length-controlled cables, while force-controlling a chosen cable
set, by computing a performance index called force-distribution sensitivity to cable-tension
errors. This index informs about the maximum expected cable-tension error on the length-
controlled cables, if a unitary tension error is committed on a specific set of force-controlled
cables, and allows one to determine which set of cables are best to be force-controlled, to en-
sure the lowest error in the overall tension distribution. The force-distribution sensitivity is
derived for a generic overconstrained CDPR, with arbitrary geometry and number of cables.
As an application example, its minimum value is computed to characterize the workspace of
three exemplifying overconstrained CDPRs.

Keywords: Overconstrained robots, cable-driven parallel robots, force distribution,
workspace computation, sensitivity analysis.

1. Introduction

Parallel robots usually allow an end-effector (EE) to move in space with good performance
in terms of dynamics and load capacity, by employing multiple rigid links in a parallel topol-
ogy. Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (CDPRs) replace rigid links with extendable cables. In ad-
dition to the benefits provided by the parallel structure, they allow workspace (WS) dimen-5

sions far greater than standard rigid-link manipulators to be reached. Cables are wound onto
actuated drums (winches) that can be placed everywhere on the base, and the EE is moved
around by controlling the cable lengths. The problem of WS computation consists in deter-
mining if a EE pose satisfies a particular criterion, according to the conditions imposed by the

1A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 5th International Conference on Cable-Driven Parallel
Robots (CableCon 2021), virtual conference, July 7–9, 2021 [1].
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application at hand. For the most part, a pose is considered to belong to the WS if the static10

equilibrium of the platform is satisfied by positive tensions (wrench closure WS [2]) or by ten-
sions bounded within known limits (wrench feasible WS [3]). An upper limit on cable tensions
is usually imposed by the cable’s highest load capacity or maximum actuator torque, whereas
a lower (positive) limit must be set in order to avoid cable slackness (cables can only pull,
but not push). Other criteria concern singularity avoidance [4], cable-cable [5, 6] or cable-15

platform [7] collision avoidance, just to name a few.
The determination of the robot WS is particularly involved for Overconstrained CDPRs

(OCDPRs). The latter have a number of actuated cables higher than the EE degrees of free-
dom (DoFs) so that the cables can pull each another. However, constraint redundancy makes
the inverse static equilibrium underdetermined (under the assumption that bodies are rigid),20

namely, an infinite number of cable tensions exist that statically maintain the EE in a pre-
scribed configuration. Thus, the WS computation for OCDPRs mainly consists in determin-
ing if a suitable Force Distribution (FD), or Tension Distribution (TD), exists for a given EE
pose. It can be crucial in the study of OCDPRs, especially for their control, to determine a
FD which is both optimal according to the application requirements and is continuous along25

a prescribed trajectory. Many authors treated the problem by minimizing the norm of the
cable-tension array [4, 8]. Some of them proposed to optimize other performance indices,
such as the largest deviation from the median forces [8]. However, as optimization involves
an iterative procedure, it is usually computationally expensive. Thus, several strategies for
real-time applications were also proposed, based on a geometric interpretation of the prob-30

lem equations [9–12].
The computation of a particular FD is necessary to introduce an active control in cable

tensions, to avoid cable slackness or break while the EE is controlled in the desired position.
To this end, motor torques are usually given to the system as inputs in order to minimize
the position error (output) of the EE [13, 14]. In practice, to ensure feasible cable tensions,35

a FD is computed and the torque input is corrected using a specific method, such as a feed-
back linearization controller [11]. When the EE is in contact with the environment, a different
strategy is often used [15, 16]. The latter is known as hybrid position-force control: the only
inputs are the motor angles, but both position and the contact force at the EE are the outputs.
In [15], the concept of selection matrix is introduced to partition the system DoFs into position40

or force-controlled ones. Alternatively, one can define a similar partition but in the internal
space of robot coordinates, obtaining a hybrid force-position control in joint space. As far as
CDPRs are concerned, this means that a number of cables, equal to the number of platform
DoFs, is length-controlled, while the redundant ones are force-controlled, to keep the EE in a
prescribed configuration while attaining a feasible FD. To the authors’ knowledge, this simple45

feedforward control strategy was first hinted at in [17] and [18]. It provides a good EE motion
accuracy, while it succeeds in maintaining all cables taut throughout the WS, without requir-
ing more involved cascade closed-loop controllers [19]. References [17] and [18] suggest no
procedure for the selection of the force-controlled cable set, whereas, in the preliminary con-
ference version of this paper [1], this set was determined by computing a novel performance50

index, the force-distribution sensitivity to cable-tension error (or variation), limitedly to a pla-
nar OCDPR with four cables, one of which is redundant [20].

The main contribution of the current paper is the extension of the FD sensitivity to cable-
tension errors (formulated in [1] for a planar case with one degree of redundancy) to a more
general case, namely for OCDPRs with any degree of redundancy and generic spatial architec-55

ture, i.e. with arbitrary geometry and number of cables. As application examples, we employ
2



Figure 1: Geometric model of a cable transmission: Ox y z is an inertial frame; P x′y ′z′ is a mobile frame attached to
the EE centre of mass; Ai and Bi are the cable anchor points on the platform and the fixed base, respectively; ρi is the
i -th cable vector pointing from Bi towards Ai .

this index to characterise the WS of three different OCDPRs: a planar manipulator with 5 ca-
bles and two spatial manipulators with 7 and 8 cables.

Several other performance indices were proposed in the literature to characterize the per-
formance of CDPRs [21, 22]. Some authors introduced performance indices for the analysis of60

tension sensitivity. For underactuated CDPRs, the maximum tension variation under a cable
displacement error was proposed in order to estimate the geometrico-static performance of
the robot [23]. The Wrench Exertion Capability, i.e., the maximum wrench that can be exerted
in a specific direction within the robot WS, was introduced in [24], for all kinds of CDPRs.
As far as OCDPRs are concerned, the tension factor was used in [25] and originally proposed65

in [26], and recently, a force sensitivity based on tension vector and structure matrix was eval-
uated to ensure a better tension measurement [27]. Unlike the aforementioned indices, the
FD sensitivity aims at evaluating how the FD varies with respect to an error in the tension of
a specific set of force-controlled cables, while the remaining ones are length-controlled. This
analysis allows one to quantify how much the overall FD is influenced by tension errors in the70

chosen set of force-controlled cables. By evaluating the FD sensitivity index for every possible
set of force-controlled cables, the set of cables whose tension errors result in the minimum
FD sensitivity can be identified. In practical terms, this provides a criterion for the selection
of force-controlled cables if a hybrid joint-space force-position strategy is employed for the
control of an overconstrained CDPR. In fact, by choosing the set of cables with the lowest FD75

sensitivity to be force-controlled, the overall FD error due to the force-control of a limited
set of cables is expected to be the lowest possible. So far, this approach was experimentally
validated on a planar prototype and the results are promising [1].

The paper structure is as follows. Section 2 introduces the kinematic model of a generic
overconstrained CDPR, with an arbitrary degree of redundancy. Section 3 derives the force-80

distribution sensitivity to cable-tension errors in the most general way. Section 4 proposes
the workspace characterisation of three exemplifying OCDPRs by way of the proposed index.
Finally, in Sec.5 conclusions are drawn and a perspective on future research developments is
given.
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2. Kinematic Modelling85

A CDPR consists of a mobile platform (the EE) connected to a fixed base by n cables. If n
is greater than the EE DoFs, nd , the CDPR is overconstrained (nd = 3 or nd = 6, for planar and
spatial cases, respectively). The degree of redundancy is defined as µ = n −nd . According to
Fig.1, Ox y z is an inertial frame, whereas P x ′y ′z ′ is a mobile frame attached to the EE centre
of mass. The EE pose is described by the position vector p of P , and a rotation matrix R, which90

describes the orientation of the mobile platform with respect to the base of the mechanism.
Cables are considered massless and inextensible, assuming that polymer fiber ropes are

employed, robot workspace dimension and payload are limited, and cables are under tension.
These assumptions are valid for all the examples shown in Sec. 4 and allow for low compu-
tational time and complexity, which could become a requirement in real-time applications.95

Many works experimentally proved that the massless and inextensible model allows one to
obtain an acceptable accuracy under the aforementioned assumptions [1, 28–30]. However,
the choice of the cable model depends upon the requirements of the desired application, so
if those assumptions do not hold true, one can refer to [31, 32] for the most suitable cable
models that include cable elasticity and mass and the consequent robot kineto-static model.100

Cables are attached to the platform and to the fixed base at points Ai and Bi , respectively,
for i = 1, ...,n. ai and a′

i are the position vectors of Ai with respect to O and P in the inertial
frame (Fig.1). The constant position vector of Ai in the mobile frame is denoted by a′

i ,P . bi

denotes the position of Bi with respect to O. The latter is a constant vector if the cable exit
point is an eyelet, otherwise, it depends on the cable transmission model [33–35], and ulti-
mately the EE pose. The i -th cable is modelled as the line segment between points Ai and Bi

and, thus, the i -th cable vector can be expressed as [36, 37]:

ρi = ai −bi = p+R a′
i ,P −bi (1)

Considering li as the i -th cable length, the constraint imposed by the i -th cable is:

ρT
i ρi − l 2

i = 0 (2)

The unit vector of the i -th cable, pointing from the base towards the platform, is thus:

ti =
ρi

li
(3)

3. Force-Distribution Sensitivity

For an OCDPR with n cables (n > nd ) the force-distribution (FD) sensitivity is defined as
the maximum tension error obtained in nd cables, if a unit error (under infinity-norm) is com-
mitted in the tensions controlled in the remaining µ cables. In this Section, the FD problem is
first formulated from the static equilibrium of the platform. Then, the tension array is parti-105

tioned by choosing µ cables whose tensions are actively controlled. Finally, the FD sensitivity
is formulated considering that the µ controlled tensions are the free parameters on which the
FD depends.

4



3.1. Force-Distribution problem

The static equilibrium of the platform can be formulated as [36, 37]:

JT τ−W = 0 (4)

where τ ∈ Rn is the array of cable tensions, W ∈ Rnd is the external wrench acting on the
platform, and JT ∈ Rnd×n , usually referred to as the structure matrix, is the transpose of the
inverse kinematics Jacobian matrix [4]. The i -th row Ji of J is [36]:

Ji =
[
ti

T −tT
i ã′

i

]
(5)

where the symbol ∼ over a vector denotes its skew-symmetric representation.110

Due to actuation redundancy, if all bodies are considered as rigid 2, the inverse static prob-
lem is underdetermined for an OCDPR [38] and it is referred to as FD problem. The latter con-
sists in determining a set of cable tensions τ that is compatible with the EE statics in Eq. (4),
among the infinitely many possible solutions. The problem may be treated as an optimiza-
tion problem, where the value of τ is obtained by optimizing a performance index, according115

to the application requirements [39]. On the other hand, if a feasible FD needs to be com-
puted in real-time for the correct control of the robot, methods with a lower computational
effort must be considered. For this purpose, many non-iterative algorithms have been pro-
posed in the literature [8, 10, 40]. However, the problem of optimal FD computation will not
be discussed in this paper. Indeed, the method here proposed aims at choosing a cable set120

(among all the cables at disposal) to be force-controlled in order to ensure the lowest tension
error in the other length-controlled cables regardless of the actual tension distribution used
for controlling the robot.

3.2. Partitioning of the Tension Array

Suitable partitions of the structure matrix and the tension array are now introduced into
the static equilibrium equation (4). µ cables are assumed to be force-controlled, and their
tensions are denoted by τc . The remaining nd cables are assumed to be position-controlled,
and their tensions, τd , depend on τc , the structure matrix JT , and the external wrench W.
For the sake of simplicity, but without loss of generality, the last µ cables (i.e., the last µ com-
ponents of τ) are chosen to be force-controlled. Thus, the array τ of cable tensions may be
written as:

τ≜
[
τd

τc

]
(6)

and the structure matrix can be partitioned as:

JT = [
Jd Jc

]
(7)

where Jd ∈ Rnd×nd and Jc ∈ Rnd×µ. The choice of a different set of force-controlled cables is125

managed by partitioning τ and JT accordingly, which means that Jd is formed by the columns
of JT that will be multiplied with the elements of τd , and Jc by the remaining ones.

2This assumption holds for cables only when they are active, namely they are taut.
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Introducing definitions (6) and (7) in Eq. (4) yields:

W = JT τ= [
Jd Jc

][
τd

τc

]
= Jdτd + Jcτc (8)

If we additionally decompose τd as τd = τ0 +∆τ, where τ0 is the value of τd in case the
tension-controlled cables are slack (τc = 0), and ∆τ is the tension increment due to the actual
value of τc , τ0 is defined from the solution of Eq. (8) when τc = 0 and ∆τ= 0, namely:

τ0 ≜ J−1
d W (9)

τ0 may be computed if Jd is invertible, that is, the EE is not in a geometrically singular config-
uration. Finally, the expression of ∆τ is deduced from Eq. (8), by considering Eq. (9):

∆τ=−J−1
d Jcτc (10)

3.3. Definition of the FD sensitivity index

Following the geometrical approach proposed in [39], the force distribution τ in Eq. (6)
can be divided into two terms:

τ=τW +τker (11)

where, τW is the solution of Eq. (8) whenτc = 0 and thus∆τ= 0 (see Eq. (9) and (10)), andτker

provides a variation of the overall distribution that still satisfies the EE equilibrium of Eq. (4).
With the definitions given in Eq. (6) and (9), the first contribution of Eq. (11) is expressed as:

τW =
[
τ0

0

]
=

[
J−1

d W
0

]
(12)

where 0 ∈Rµ×1. Whereas the contribution τker can be written as:

τker =
[
∆τ

τc

]
=

[−J−1
d Jc

I

]
τc = J⊥τc , J⊥ ≜

[−J−1
d Jc

I

]
(13)

J⊥ ∈ Rn×µ is the right nullspace of the (nd ×n) matrix JT , such that JT J⊥ = 0 ∈ Rnd×µ, and I is
the (µ×µ) identity matrix. Indeed:

JT J⊥ = [
Jd Jc

][−J−1
d Jc

I

]
=−Jc + Jc = 0 (14)

The introduction of Eqs. (12) and (13) in Eq. (11) yields:

τ=
[

J−1
d W

0

]
+

[−J−1
d Jc

I

]
τc =

[
J−1

d (W− Jcτc )
τc

]
(15)

So, a FD can be determined by choosing a particular value for τc and substituting it in Eq. (15).
Considering the definition of the right nullspace J⊥ of the structure matrix (Eq. (13)), for

a given set of µ tension-controlled cables, the force-distribution sensitivity σ is defined as
the maximum tension variation in the position-controlled cables generated by a unit tension
variation (or error) of the force-controlled cables, namely:

σ≜ max
∥τc∥∞=1

∥∆τ∥∞ = ∥− J−1
d Jc∥∞ (16)

6



Using a double infinity norm for the computation of the FD sensitivity is due to the fol-130

lowing reasons. First, the infinity norm of τc (for any initial nominal value) allows one to take
into account that the tension errors of the force-controlled cables are independent from each
other [41]. In addition, the infinity norm of ∆τ allows one to identify the maximum tension
error value in the position-controlled cables, which will be exploited for the identification of
the force-controlled cable set, further on in this Section.135

Eq. (16) is valid for a variation ∆τ with respect to every nominal value of τc , even not
equal to zero. In fact, a variation in τc causes a variation in the tension increment ∆τ that
is independent from the initial value of τc . The proof of this statement is provided below,
differentiating Eq. (10) with respect to τc .

Proof.
∂∆τ

∂τc
=−∂(J−1

d Jcτc )

∂τc
=−∂(J−1

d Jc )

∂τc
τc − J−1

d Jc
∂τc

∂τc
(17)

Since Jd and Jc depend only on the pose

∂(J−1
d Jc )

∂τc
= 0 (18)

and
∂τc

∂τc
= 1 (19)

which yields to:
∂∆τ

∂τc
=−J−1

d Jc (20)

140

The theoretical minimum value of σ is 0N, which means that for a unit error in the tension
of force-controlled cables, no error is propagated in the others. This would be the best sce-
nario, as it would mean that even if the tension values of the position-controlled cables are not
monitored, they would not be affected by the force-controlled cables. However, in practical
terms, the value σ= 1N is well accepted, as it means that the manipulator is isotropic with re-145

spect to force transmission errors. Namely, the error committed in the force-controlled cables
propagates in the remaining cables without being amplified.

3.4. Selection of the force-controlled cable set

For an n-cable manipulator withµdegree of redundancy, different choices of force-controlled
cables can be made. The maximum number of possible combinations C is the number of
ways of selecting µ cables out of n, without repetition. In terms of a combinatorial problem,
this number is expressed as:

C =
(
n
µ

)
= n!

(n −µ)!µ!
(21)

The FD sensitivity can be computed for every set of force-controlled cables, thus obtaining C
values, σ1, . . . ,σC . After computing all possible C values of the FD sensitivity, the minimum
value can be identified as:

σ⋆ = min{σ1, . . . ,σC }. (22)

7



(a) Robot layout (b) Wrench-feasible WS with constant j⋆ areas

Figure 2: Characterization of the wrench-feasible constant-orientation WS of a planar 5-cable OCDPR (µ = 2) on a
regular discrete grid of N ×N points (with N = 100), by means of the minimum-sensitivity index σ⋆: j⋆ is the cable set
that, if force-controlled, propagates the least tension-control errors in the other cables.

The index σ⋆ points out which is the cable set that, if force-controlled, propagates the least
tension control errors in the other cables. In practical terms, by force-controlling this specific150

set of cables, denoted by j⋆, the minimum cable-tension error with respect to the desired
value may be expected. It is worth pointing out that it is possible to compute σ⋆ in advance,
by characterizing the robot WS, so that, for every EE pose, the set of cables that produces the
lowest FD sensitivity can be selected to be force-controlled.

4. Workspace characterization155

In this Section, the characterization of the constant-orientation wrench-feasible WS of
some OCDPRs is presented as an example of the application of the newly proposed FD-sensitivity
index. For the sake of brevity, the simple planar 4-cable case (with a degree of redundancy
equal to 1) that was illustrated in [1] is not reported here. In the following, instead, we pro-
pose three cases that may not be treated with the model presented in [1], but can be analysed160

with the generalization proposed in this paper: a planar 5-cable OCDPR (Sec.4.2), a spatial
OCDPR with 7 cables (Sec.4.3), and a spatial OCDPR with 8 cables (Sec.4.4). The three robots
have degrees of redundancy equal to, respectively, 2, 1 and 2. For each case, the minimum-
sensitivity index σ⋆ and the corresponding cable set j⋆ are determined in each configuration
of the wrench-feasible WS. A kernel-based approach is used for the WS calculation, where the165

nullspace (or kernel) J⊥ is computed as in Eq. (13).

4.1. Wrench Feasibility

The wrench-feasible WS is defined as the set of poses for which:

∃τ : τmi n ⪯τ⪯ τmax , JT τ−W = 0 (23)

where τmi n and τmax are the tension limits, and the symbol ⪯ denotes element-wise inequal-
ity between a scalar and a vector quantity. Considering the partition (6), Eq. (23) can be writ-
ten as:

∃τc ,τd : τmi n ⪯τc ⪯ τmax , τmi n ⪯τd ⪯ τmax , JT τ−W = 0 (24)
8



(a) Multiplicity of solution (λ) (b) Variation of the minimum-sensitivity index (σ⋆)

Figure 3: Results of the FD sensitivity analysis for the wrench-feasible WS of a planar 5-cable OCDPR: the values of
the minimum FD sensitivity are computed throughout the WS, and the presence of more than one choice for force-
controllable cable pair is investigated by computing the multiplicity of solutions for every WS configuration.

Thus, the wrench feasibility condition is verified by checking the existence of a convex region
bounded by the inequalities of Eq. (24) [11]. The case µ = 1 results in the search of a scalar
interval bounded by (2×n) inequalities, as reported in [1]. The case µ = 2 consists in deter-170

mining a feasible area, namely a convex polytope, and is solved as in [12].

4.2. Planar 5-cable OCDPR

A 5-cable OCDPR with a planar architecture (mounted on a vertical plane) is obtained
from the 4-cable OCDPR with crossed layout considered in [1, 20] by adding one cable on the
top of the platform (Fig. 2a). The robot is, therefore, characterised by µ= 2, which means that175

2 cables need to be force-controlled in order to apply the hybrid joint-space force-position
control strategy. Following Eq. (21), the maximum number of cable pairs is C = 10. The
OCDPR has rectangular base (0.875 m× 0.700 m) and mobile platform (0.080 m× 0.100 m).
The inertial frame Ox y is located in the centre of the base and the moving frame P x ′y ′ at the
centre of the mobile platform, coinciding with its centre of mass. The following parameters180

are considered: m = 2.5 kg, τmi n = 10 N, and τmax = 80 N.
The wrench-feasible WS with constant orientation R = I2 (I2 is the identity matrix of or-

der 2) is determined on a regular discrete grid of N ×N points (with N = 100). For each WS
configuration, the minimum FD sensitivity σ⋆ is computed. This index allows us to identify
the j⋆-th cable pair to be force-controlled among all possible combinations so that the lowest185

error on the other cable tensions is obtained. The result is represented in Fig. 2b: four distinct
constant- j⋆ areas emerge from the analysis, which means that, in order to have the lowest er-
ror everywhere, it should be necessary to switch the force-controlled cable pair while crossing
the border of the areas. In this case, it can be noticed that the 5-th cable is always involved
in the j⋆ set, which simplifies the switching procedure. As anticipated in [1], computation190

results show that the configurations near transition borders show very similar values of σ⋆ in
contiguous areas, whereas at the edges of the WS, far from the transitions, those values signif-
icantly differ. For this reason, once σ⋆ is determined, the existence of σ j ≤ γσ⋆, with γ slightly
bigger than 1, is investigated, and these values are considered equivalent from an engineering

9



(a) Values of FD sensitivity σ while force-controlling ca-
ble pair 1–5

(b) Values of FD sensitivity σ while force-controlling ca-
ble pair 1–4

Figure 4: Variation of the FD sensitivity σ for different choices of the force-controlled cable pair throughout the wrench-
feasible WS of a planar OCDPR with 5 cables.

point of view. This allows us to verify the presence of more than one suitable cable pair, called195

multiplicity λ: if λ= 1, only one cable pair has σ j ≤ γσ⋆ (the pair j⋆); if λ= 2, two cable pairs
have σ j ≤ γσ⋆ ( j⋆ and another one); and so on. The time needed for the computation of the
WS points, sensitivity and multiplicity values was 10s on a Windows PC running with an Intel
Core i7 CPU at 3.40 GHz, and 16.0 GB RAM. The resulting multiplicity for γ = 1.005 is shown
in Fig. 3a, and it confirms that most of the configurations near transition borders show more200

than one choice of cable pair since the values of σ⋆ in contiguous areas are very similar. In-
deed, by increasing the tolerance amplitude, the number of configurations characterized by
a multiplicity of solutions grows. These results prove that, by considering an appropriate tol-
erance, the j⋆ areas can be enlarged. This might make it possible to work with a constant j⋆,
thus avoiding the cable-set switching that could cause a discontinuity in the control action205

[1].
In Fig. 3b the variation of the minimum FD sensitivity σ⋆ throughout the WS is shown.

Recalling that the value of σ⋆ is obtained by force-controlling a specific cable set j⋆ (Eq. (22)),
it can be noticed that, by choosing that set, the minimum FD sensitivity is kept close to 1.
This value of sensitivity ensures that a low tension error is guaranteed in all cables. It is also210

interesting to observe how the values of FD sensitivity index σ change for different choices of
force-controlled cable pairs (σ depends on the force-controlled cable set, see Eq. (16)). For
example, by always choosing the pair 1–5 (Fig. 4a), the values of σ are very high in the bottom
left corner (up to 10). Whereas they are close to 1 in the top right corner, and there are still
good values in the centre WS. This result is consistent with Fig. 2b, where the pair j⋆ in the top215

right corner is exactly 1–5. On the contrary, the selection of pair 1–4 gives very high σ values
for most of the WS configurations (see Fig. 4b), so this pair would be a very inconvenient
choice.

In practice, it is possible to switch the force-controlled cables according to the minimum-
sensitivity criterion or select the appropriate pair according to the actual WS area where the220

task will be performed. The last solution is certainly the easiest, but it does not ensure the
minimum error in cable tensions throughout the whole WS.

10



(a) Robot layout

*

*
*

*

(b) Wrench-feasible WS with multiplicity of solution (λ)
and constant j⋆ areas

Figure 5: Characterization of the wrench-feasible constant-orientation WS of a spatial 7-cable OCDPR (µ = 1) on a
regular discrete grid of N × N × N points (with N = 25), by means of the minimum-sensitivity index σ⋆: the values
of the minimum FD sensitivity are computed throughout the WS, and the presence of more than one choice for the
force-controllable cable pair is investigated by computing the multiplicity of solutions for every WS configuration.

Table 1: Geometrical properties of the 7-cable OCDPR.

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

bi [m]


0

0.725

0.625




0.725

−0.725

0.625



−0.725

−0.725

0.625



−0.725

0.725

0.625




0.725

0.725

0.625




0.725

−0.725

0.625



−0.725

−0.725

0.625



a′i [m]


0

0

0.500




0

0

0.500




0

0

0.500



−0.100

0

−0.500




0.100

0

−0.500




0.100

0

−0.500



−0.100

0

−0.500



4.3. Spatial 7-cable OCDPR

The structure of the 7-cable OCDPRs (Fig.5a) is taken from the well-known robot FALCON-
7 [42]. The geometrical properties of the robot are summarised in Tab. 1. The inertial frame225

Ox y z is located in the centre of the base and the moving frame P x ′y ′z ′ at the centre of the mo-
bile platform, coinciding with its centre of mass. The only external load applied to the robot
EE is gravity, and its mass is assumed to be m = 1 kg. Tension limits are set to τmi n = 50 N, and
τmax = 5000 N. The robot has one degree of redundancy (µ= 1), thus, considering the hybrid
joint-space force-position control strategy, one cable may be force-controlled, whereas the230

others are length-controlled. Following Eq. (21), the number of possible cable combinations
is C = 7.

The wrench-feasible WS with constant orientation R = I3 (I3 is the identity matrix of or-
der 3) is determined on a regular discrete grid of N × N × N points (with N = 25). For each
WS configuration, the minimum FD sensitivity σ⋆ is computed. The multiplicity of cable sets235
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Figure 6: Variation of the minimum sensitivity σ⋆ throughout the wrench-feasible WS of a spatial OCDPR with 7
cables: σ⋆ approaches 1N in the zones where the multiplicity of solutions λ is greater than 1 (Fig. 5b).

that give the minimum value of sensitivity for a tolerance γ= 1.05 is also calculated. The time
needed for the computation of the WS points, sensitivity and multiplicity values was 5s on a
Windows PC running with an Intel Core i7 CPU at 3.40 GHz, and 16.0 GB RAM. Results are
shown in Fig. 5b. Even in this case, most of the configurations near the transition borders (or-
ange, red and cyan zones) show more than one optimal choice for the force-controlled cable,240

as the values of σ⋆ in contiguous areas are very similar. Fig. 5b also reports the cable with the
smallest sensitivity in each area. The blue region identifies the presence of one suitable choice
for the force-controlled cable, while the orange region corresponds to two suitable choices. In
the red areas, three choices are available. In the cyan zone, at the centre of the foreground side
of the WS, four different cables (2, 3, 6, and 7) can be chosen.245

Moreover, the study of the actual value of the minimum sensitivity σ⋆ can be helpful for
the estimation of the tension error throughout the WS. Fig. 6 shows the variation of the min-
imum sensitivity throughout the WS in 3-D. The range of values resulting from the analysis is
between σ⋆ = 0.3 N and σ⋆ = 1 N. It is worth noting that the σ⋆ value is less than 1N (which
means a low propagation of tension error in the length-controlled cables), while it approaches250

1N in a few zones, exactly where λ > 1. This means that working in a region with multiplic-
ity close to/equal to 1 ensures low tension errors in the FD. To verify this observation, some
cross sections of the WS are displayed in Fig. 7. Figures 7a,7b and 7c show cross sections for
x =−0.3m, x =−0.2m and x = 0m, respectively. Sections for positive values of x are omitted,
as the WS is symmetric with respect to y z plane. Figures 7d,7e and 7f show cross sections for255

y =−0.5m, y =−0m and y = 0.3m. In this case, sections for both positive and negative values
of y are considered, as there is no WS symmetry. Finally, cross sections for z = 0.4m, z = 0.6m
and z = 0.8m are shown in Fig. 7g,7h and 7i. Only positive values are considered thanks to the
symmetry of the WS with respect to x y plane.

These graphs show that, for the most part of the WS, the value of the FD sensitivity is less260

than 1. In some sections (e.g., Fig.7c, and Fig.7i), it can be noticed that the unit-sensitivity ar-
eas are small. This means that, in the worst-case scenario, a unit error in the force-controlled
cables results in a unit error in the other cables. That is, the manipulator is roughly isotropic
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(a) x =−0.3 m (b) x =−0.2 m (c) x = 0 m

(d) y =−0.5 m (e) y = 0 m (f) y = 0.3 m

(g) z = 0.4 m (h) z = 0.6 m (i) z = 0.8 m

Figure 7: Variation of the minimum FD sensitivity σ⋆ for different cross sections of the 7-cable robot WS (Fig. 6). The
value of σ⋆ is mostly close to 1N, even in the innermost regions of the WS.
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(a) Robot layout

*

*
*

*
*

(b) Wrench-feasible WS with Wrench-feasible WS with
multiplicity of solution (λ)

Figure 8: Characterization of the wrench-feasible constant-orientation WS of a spatial 8-cable OCDPR (µ= 2) by means
of the minimum-sensitivity index σ⋆: the values of the minimum FD sensitivity are computed throughout the WS, and
the presence of more than one choice for the force-controllable cable pair is investigated by computing the multiplicity
of solutions for every WS configuration.

Table 2: Geometrical properties of the 8-cable OCDPR.

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

bi [m]


8.500

6.000

2.250




8.500

−6.000

2.250



−8.500

−6.000

2.250



−8.500

6.000

2.250




8.500

6.000

−2.250




8.500

−6.000

−2.250



−8.500

−6.000

−2.250



−8.500

6.000

−2.250



a′i [m]


0.113

0.750

−0.250




0.113

−0.750

−0.250



−0.113

−0.750

−0.250



−0.113

0.750

−0.250




0.113

0.750

0.250




0.113

−0.750

0.250



−0.113

−0.750

0.250



−0.113

0.750

0.250



with respect to tension error propagation if the optimal cable is chosen to be force-controlled.
If not, the error would be amplified, and the result would be similar to that of Fig. 4b, dis-265

cussed in Sec. 4.2.

4.4. Spatial 8-cable OCDPR

The considered 8-cable OCDPR (Fig.8a) presents the architecture of the IPAnema3 robot
[36]. The geometrical properties of the robot are summarised in Tab. 2. The inertial frame
Ox y z is located in the centre of the base and the moving frame P x ′y ′z ′ at the centre of the270

mobile platform, coinciding with its centre of mass. The only external load applied to the
robot EE is gravity, and its mass is assumed to be m = 50kg. Tension limits are set to τmi n =
50 N, and τmax = 2000 N. The robot has two degrees of redundancy (µ= 2), thus, 2 cables have
to be force-controlled, whereas the others may be length-controlled. The number of possible
cable pairs is C = 28 (see Eq. (21)). The wrench-feasible WS with the constant orientation R =275

I3 is determined and, for each WS configuration, the minimum FD sensitivity σ⋆ is computed.
The multiplicity for γ = 1.05 is investigated, and shown in Fig. 8b. The time needed for the
computation of the WS points, sensitivity and multiplicity values was 26s on a Windows PC
running with an Intel Core i7 CPU at 3.40 GHz, and 16.0 GB RAM. The multiplicity reaches the
value λ= 5, but both this value and λ= 4 are not visible from the chosen WS view. This means280

that in those areas the same value of σ⋆ is obtained with up to 5 different force-controlled
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Figure 9: Variation of the minimum sensitivity σ⋆ throughout the wrench-feasible WS of a spatial OCDPR with 8
cables: σ⋆ is roughly 1N in the inner zones, whereas it approaches 2N near the WS borders.

cable sets. Since there are up to 28 distinct constant- j⋆ areas, they can not be pointed out
in this figure. However, the presence of wider blue areas (λ= 1) separated by thinner orange
zones (λ= 2) can be noticed.

The value of the minimum sensitivity σ⋆ is studied in order to estimate the tension error285

throughout the WS. Fig. 9 shows the variation of the minimum sensitivity throughout the WS
in 3-D. The range of values resulting from the analysis is between σ⋆ = 1 N and σ⋆ = 2 N.
A value of σ⋆ equal to 2 N means doubling the error in the length-controlled cables, which
would be an undesirable situation. Thus, in order to verify the presence of other zones with
σ⋆ = 2 N, some cross sections of the robot WS are displayed in Fig. 10. Figures 10a,10b and290

10c show cross sections for x = −5m, x = −2m and x = 0m, rispectively. Figures 10d,10e and
10f show cross sections for y = −4m, y = −2.5m and y = 0m. Sections for positive values of
x and y are omitted, as the WS is symmetric with respect to y z and xz plane. Finally, cross
sections for z =−1.5m, z = 0m and z = 1.5m are shown in Fig. 10g,10h and 10i. These graphs
show that the value of FD sensitivity is almost unitary in the centre workspace (see Fig. 10c,295

10f and 10h), whereas its value increases near the WS borders (see Fig. 10a, 10e and 10i). This
fact suggests that working in the outermost WS regions with this CDPR layout would be risky.

5. Conclusions and outlook

In this paper, a new performance index, called force-distribution (FD) sensitivity to cable
tension error (or variation) was presented for overconstrained CDPRs with arbitrary (spatial300

or planar) geometry and arbitrary degree of redundancy. In case a hybrid joint-space force-
position strategy is applied for the control of the OCDPR, the FD sensitivity allows one to eval-
uate the maximum expected cable tension error on the length-controlled cables if a unitary
tension error (in the infinity-norm sense) is committed on the force-controlled cables. The
FD sensitivity was investigated for all possible combinations of force-controlled cables, and,305

then, its minimum value was identified. This value corresponds to the set of cables that need
to be force-controlled to ensure the lowest error in the overall FD. As an application example,
the wrench-feasible workspace of three overconstrained CDPRs was investigated: a planar
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(a) x =−5 m (b) x =−2 m (c) x = 0 m

(d) y =−4 m (e) y =−2.5 m (f) y = 0 m

(g) z =−1.5 m (h) z = 0 m (i) z = 1.5 m

Figure 10: Variation of the minimum FD sensitivity σ⋆ for different cross sections of the 8-cable robot WS (Fig. 9). These
sections confirm that the value of σ⋆ is mostly around 1N in the inner region of the WS.

manipulator with 5 cables and two spatial manipulators with 7 and 8 cables. Their FD sensi-
tivity was computed for each WS configuration and for each possible set of force-controllable310

cables. The minimum value of the index was determined, and the variation of the minimum
FD sensitivity throughout the workspace was presented.

The performed analysis provides interesting results: if a random set of cables is force-
controlled, the tension error in that set is amplified in the position-controlled cables in many
WS zones. On the contrary, if the optimal set of cables, which corresponds to the minimum315

value of FD sensitivity, is force-controlled, the tension error is kept small for almost the whole
WS. These results proved that the FD sensitivity index provides a valuable criterion for the
selection of the force-controlled cable set when a hybrid force-position control strategy in
joint space is adopted for a OCDPR with any degree of redundancy.

Future works include the experimental validation of this approach on a OCDPR with a320

degree of redundancy greater than 1. Promising results are expected, considering that, in the
previous conference version of this paper [1], the application of this approach to a planar 4-
cable CDPR experimentally proved that all cables were kept taut during motion even near the
workspace borders.
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In addition, the influence of other relevant variables, such as EE mass and cable anchor325

points position, on the FD sensitivity index will be investigated, in order to make the proposed
approach more robust. From a practical viewpoint, it would also be interesting to consider
the selection of position-controlled cables that minimize the position error. Analysing both
minimization of positioning errors and force-distribution errors could lead to the optimal
choice of cable decomposition.330

Finally, we will study the problem concerning the stability of the hybrid position-force
controller in case the force-controlled cable set is switched in real time, during the execution
of a trajectory.
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